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THE GREEN SHEET 
  Gulfstream Park Selections 
       By, John M. Gaver III 

 www.johngaver.com 
 
Gulfstream Park: 2017-18 Championship Meeting 
Eighth Day: Wednesday, December 13, 2017 
Post Time: 12:35 P.M. Eastern 
Gulfstream Meet Stats: 72-22-15-12—31%W, 68%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
BEST BET: #4 Road to Damascus (7th race)—9-2 morning line 
LIVE LONGSHOT: #6 Dazzling Star (4th race)—20-1 morning line 
 
RACE ONE 
(#7)QUANT: Forwardly placed, not much early lick signed on; 9F on point   
(#6)ENCHANTING KITTEN: Returns fresh; broke her maiden on GP weeds 
(#5)AQUEMINI: Bay has never been off the board; second start off the shelf 
(#3)PAT M’S IMAGE: On board in 11-of-14 over the GP turf; likely overlay 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-6-5-3 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#7)PROPER PRINCESS: Long time between drinks but good fit for $6,250   
(#4)CASE DISMISSED: Consistent, appreciates class relief; at best at GP 
(#9)FIORE: Beaten fave in last 3, gets away from GPW; back in for $6,250 
(#10)PRINCESS KNOLL: Good form on this level, vulnerable off the shelf 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-4-9-10 
 
 
RACE THREE 
(#4)LENSTAR: Facile GP maiden win on “fast” track; faced buzz saw in last   
(#3)FILLET OF SOLE: Love the 2-turn, to 1-turn play; blinkers “on” for TAP 
(#5)UNION BRASS: Has ability, back off long rest; start away from best? 
(#8)ROCK AND FELLERS(ARG): Solid in mud in N.A. debut; wants it “fast” 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-3-5-8 
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RACE FOUR 
(#6)DAZZLING STAR: Love the 2-turn stretch out, crafty barn; 20-1 M.L.    
(#7)BARBADOS KITTEN: Double-dip drop suits; made 2 starts since 2015 
(#4)OSCURA: Hasn’t missed the tri in last five; 0-for-13 on GP turf course 
(#10)STARSHIP ROCKETTE: Tries 2-turns; exits N.Y.-bred races on drop 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-7-4-10 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#6)RIDE ON FAITH: Sitting on 3 sharp works; grass O.K., 2-turns huge   
(#7)MR. BRIDGER: Has a reliable late kick on this level; gets Saez, fresh 
(#5)YOUR ONLY MAN: TAP effective off long layoffs; first-Lasix, gelded 
(#2)BIG FRIDGE: Dead game on front-end on debut; improvement in cards 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-7-5-2 
 
 
RACE SIX 
(#5)STARSHIP REINA: Easy win in last on this level; loves GP, handy   
(#10)COMPETITIVE PLAYER: Gullo Barn sharp off claim; wheeled back 
(#3)SCOTLAND BAY: Barn hits at a gaudy clip off claim; tighter, Saez up 
(#6)THREAT: Steps out of conditioned company, faces non-descript crew 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-10-3-6 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#4)ROAD TO DAMASCUS: Full-brother to the freaky good Social Inclusion   
(#9)STRIKING HEIR: Bet down to even-money on debut; gets pocket trip 
(#5)PROJECTOR: Hails from high-percentage barn; sharp gate move 11-28 
(#3)IMPACT PLAYER: Hooks Pass the Butter early; has experience edge 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-9-5-3 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#11)MENEHUNE: Turf-to-dirt on the money; back on right class level   
(#1)SUNSET CATCH: Class drop suits, poor draw; wants a 2-turn trip? 
(#2)KING POWER: Has improved for new outfit; handles 1-turn, 8F setup 
(#8)LITTLE MATT: Barn effective off claim but this fellow is better on turf 
 
SELECTIONS: 11-1-2-8 
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RACE NINE 
(#5)BIRD HUMOR: Big late kick with blinks at Tampa; good fit on this level   
(#10)FAVORITE HEIR: 4-of-6 lifetime wins on GP turf; 8.5F beyond scope? 
(#9)SONGEUR: Length shy of winning past 4 starts; loves Hallandale grass 
(#7)LOVE CONQUERS: Rolling late while wide in $75K stakes in last start 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-10-9-7 
 
 
RACE TEN 
(#2)SISTER DRAMA: Useful turf form, fits for $16K; barn solid off claim   
(#9)MAJESTIC ISLAND: Gets a stalking trip and drops back in for a tag 
(#10)LITTLE BABY BELLA: Has never been off the board on turf; steps up 
(#1)MS. VIOLETTE: Broke her maiden on GP turf for $50K; saves ground 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-9-10-1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


